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We have identified a class of whole-program transformations that are regular in structure 
and require changing the types of terms throughout a program while simultaneously 
preserving the initial semantics after transformation. This class of transformations cannot 
be safely performed with typical term rewriting techniques, which do not allow for 
changing the types of terms.

In this paper, we present a formalization of type-and-transform systems, an automated 
approach to the whole-program transformation of terms of one type to terms of a 
different, isomorphic type using type-changing rewrite rules. A type-and-transform system 
defines typing and semantics relations between all corresponding source and target 
subprograms such that a complete transformation guarantees that the whole programs 
have equivalent types and semantics. We describe the type-and-transform system for the 
lambda calculus with let-polymorphism and general recursion, including several examples 
from the literature and properties of the system.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Program improvement sometimes involves large, homogeneous changes that are not intended to modify program func-
tionality (other than, perhaps, performance). For example, a programmer might rename variables, reorganize code, or 
update code to use a new library API. Of course, these changes can still introduce unwanted errors into a program. 
Consequently, programmers often use tools to help automate common patterns of change such as refactoring [8]. Com-
pilers or interpreters may also be employed for large changes such as optimization without necessitating programmer 
intervention. In functional programming, term rewriting [1] can be used to safely change programs with simple rewrite 
rules.

Many approaches to automated semantics-preserving program improvement only allow type-preserving updates to code. 
This is only natural: in a statically typed programming language, type safety is a prerequisite for a working program. 
Replacing one term with another of a different type challenges the effort of guaranteeing the preservation of semantics 
between the terms. Some type-changing rewrites may be straightforward: adding a parameter to a function, for example. 
Other changes are not obvious: changing one string type to a different string type, in which the APIs of the two types 
are not equivalent. A completely transformed program should work as before, i.e. the strings are still strings. However, 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the relationship between transformation and rewriting.

the evaluation may now be more efficient. Or, for example, the program now supports Unicode characters whereas be-
fore the encoding was ASCII. Our focus is the class of transformations between isomorphic types with possibly different 
APIs.

In this paper, we discuss a foundation for certain automated semantics-preserving and type-changing program trans-
formations. We use purely functional programming languages with strong, static type systems. Such languages allow us 
to utilize the type system for safety as well as driving change throughout the program. By disallowing or isolating side 
effects, such languages also simplify the proof of semantics preservation. Our object language is the lambda calculus with 
let-polymorphism and general recursion.

A type-and-transform system defines, for a given language, how to relate two programs such that all “unresolved” 
term and type changes are identified and can (eventually) be resolved resulting in the programs being semantically 
equivalent. A type-and-transform system specifies the structure of a transformation1 that relates one typed program (the 
source) to another (the target). A target is actually the possibly modified source. A type-and-transform system also 
specifies how a program can be modified with a typed rewrite rule, an extension of the usual term rewrite rule that 
can, under certain conditions, impose a change of type between its left-hand side (lhs) and right-hand side (rhs) pat-
terns.

A transformation reflects the structure of the source term, preserving both the syntactic relation of corresponding sub-
terms in the source and target and the typing relation of those subterms. A transformation also records all rewritings to the 
target by an associated set of typed rewrite rules. A complete transformation2 is a transformation with the same source and 
target types and equivalent semantics, even though the programs may differ syntactically.

Fig. 1 provides a visualization of the connections between transformation and rewriting. The diagram is split vertically 
to position the parts relevant to the source program on the left and the target program on the right. A program such as 
es : τs represents the term es – in this case, the source term – with its type τs . Transformations are horizontal, indicating 
the relation between source and target, and use an � arrow. Applying a typed rewrite rule is a vertical step from one 
transformation to another with an � arrow.3 With typed rewriting, the target term and type can change; however, the 
transformations “before” and “after” rewriting must each preserve a relation between its respective target and the same 
source. It is in this sense that typed rewriting relates two transformations rather than two terms, as is typical for term 
rewriting. In future sections, we will revisit the diagrammatic technique of Fig. 1 to help elucidate the relationships between 
the components of transformation and rewriting.

The associated set of typed rewrite rules describes all the allowed term and type changes for a transformation. We use 
two metavariables, A and R , to indicate the abstraction and representation types, respectively, which are the only types 
that can be changed. The basic conversion between these types is given by the functions rep : A → R and abs : R → A .4

In this paper, we focus on types A and R that are isomorphic. That is, both of the following equivalences hold: 

rep ◦ abs ≡ idR →R (rep-abs)

abs ◦ rep ≡ idA→A (abs-rep)

This simplifies the proof of semantics, but it also means many type pairs are not supported.
As an aside, we believe that the isomorphism requirement can be weakened to a retract – that is, only (abs-rep) would 

be necessary. A retract would allow transformations between, for example, the types A = String and R = String → String, 
which do not have an isomorphism (see Section 1.1 for why). One of the authors has already shown the retract requirement 
to some extent. In a master’s thesis, Schuur [29] demonstrated a type-and-transform system for the simply typed lambda 
calculus using a logical relation as proof technique. There is a precedence [27] for using logical relations for more interesting 
languages such as ours, which has general recursion and polymorphism. We will explore this in future work, but we feel 
that this paper stands well on its own as an introduction to and foundation for type-and-transform systems.

1 With apologies for the abuse of terminology, we have borrowed the terms “transformation” and “rewrite,” among others, and given them specific 
meanings that differ from those in other contexts.

2 This is not related to “completeness” but rather to a subset of transformations obeying certain properties described in Section 6.
3 The intuition behind the arrows is that, where rewriting is a change or a “bump in the road” (�), a transformation may include a sequence of rewrites 

or multiple bumps (�).
4 We adopted the use of A/abs and R /rep from Hughes [17].
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